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Cannes Lions recognizes Boysen® KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA,
pays tribute to Filipino innovation and artistry
by Gretchen Laurel

Filipino creativity gained global recognition anew with the country's latest awards in the recently
concluded Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity.
In its most impressive showing to date, the Philippines brought home its first-ever Grand Prix as well
as a slew of awards from Cannes Lions. One of these awards is TBWA\Santiago Mangada Puno’s Silver
trophy for Boysen® KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA.
Along with the Silver, other recent wins for TBWA\SMP for Project EDSA are the Silver Pencil at One
Show, a Gold and a Bronze at the Asian Marketing Effectiveness Awards, and a Gold at the UA&P
Tambuli Awards 2013.
Bringing together artists from all over the world, Boysen® KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA is an urban
renewal initiative seeking to improve the air quality along EDSA. Using the air-cleaning paint Boysen®
KNOxOUTTM, the artists are painting 8000 square meters of walls along the country’s main
thoroughfare, EDSA. This endeavor, the equivalent of planting 8000 trees, is an unprecedented fusion
of art and Filipino-made technology that is expected to result in a 20% reduction of air pollution in
EDSA.
“Air pollution is an issue that has to be addressed by everyone all over the world. The recognition from
a global institution such as the Cannes Lions International Festival is not only an honor but also an
effective platform to bring the message of Boysen® KNOxOUTTM and Project EDSA across,” notes
Johnson Ongking, Boysen Vice President. Every year around 11,000 registered delegates from 90
countries visit the Festival to celebrate the best of creativity in brand communication, discuss industry
issues and network with one another.
continued ...

BOYSEN awards March 2013
batch Top Ten New Architects
Shangri-la Hotel Makati | March 03, 2013
by Robina Gicabao
The Top Ten Board Passers (background) with Boysen officials, and industry and licensure leaders (foreground).

BOYSEN, along with the PRC Board of Architecture, convened to honor the March 2013 batch Top Ten Board Passers for the recent
Architectural Licensure examinations. Listed below are the top ten and their corresponding schools:
1st
2nd
2nd
3rd
4th
4th
5th
5th
6th

Architect Rhoupheline Aya Acebes Cadiz
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Florence Anne Reyes
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Earlwin Jerome Tion Tee
University of Santo Tomas
Architect Eric Lipango Yadao
Tarlac State University (Tarlac College of Tech.)
Architect Jose Crisanto Cruz Estrella III
University of Santo Tomas
Architect Mary Grace Yu Te
University of Santo Tomas
Architect Mary Joan Del Carmen Allas
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Sean Lemuel Tan Su
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Jose Ignacio Quebral Faustino
University of Santo Tomas

6th
7th
7th
7th
8th
9th
10th
10th
10th

Architect Aldrin Mamucud Liangco
Don Honorio Ventura Technological State University
Architect Daryl Van Dayandante Abaygar
Technological University of the Philippines- Manila
Architect Ricah Diana Javellana Galvez
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Tito Pintor Robles, Jr.
Technological Institute of the Philippines- Manila
Architect Alvin Dela Cruz Trinidad
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Rhozela Angelica Tan Tesoro
University of the Philippines- Diliman
Architect Ma Angelica Sharmane Alladin Coquilla
Ateneo de Davao University
Architect Nelson Arayata Roquero, Jr.
University of Santo Tomas
Architect Lisa Marie Calicdan Tana
Batangas State University- Batangas City (PBMIT)

This recognition night’s inspirational message was delivered by Mr. Robert Kuan, the founder of Chowking Food Corporation,
while the guest of honor was Hon. Rolando L. Cordero, chairman of the Professional Regulatory Board of Architecture.

MBFI-Boysen Scholarship Program
awards 9th batch of scholars
Annabel’s Restaurant Q.C. | April 30, 2013
by Janelle Yap Ong
With the scholars are (from left to right) MBFI representatives Ms. Cristina Bengson, Ms. Irene Labitad and Mr. Nicanor Torres, Jr.
and the Boysen Paints representative Mr. Willy Ong, Mr. Romeo Bautista and Mr. Ruben Cueto.

Pacific Paint (Boysen) Philippines, Inc. and Metrobank
Foundation Inc. (MBFI) awarded eight scholars for the SY
2013 – 2014 for the MBFI-Boysen Scholarship Program. Held
at Annabel’s Restaurant last April, the foundation
welcomed Audrey Belle Abellanosa, Justin Joy Aves,
Kenneth Marvin Masing, Ivan Pamintuan and John Paul
Resurreccion who are from the University of Santo Tomas
(UST) and Sarah Lea Layug, Ma. Alyssa Lim and Karina
Beatrix Trajano from the University of the Philippines (UP).
Attending the ceremony is Mr. Willy Ong, President of
Boysen Paints, who, in his welcoming remarks encouraged
the undergraduates to do their best in maintaining the
scholarships that they have earned. Mr. Ong continues by

saying that apart from taking full advantage of the
opportunity that has been given to them, he hopes that the
students can equally create opportunities for others in the
future.
Every year, a number of second year students are selected
based on their academic and financial qualifications as well
as their commitment to nation building.
All interested students may inquire with their Office of
Student Affairs (UST) or College of Architecture (UP) for the
qualification requirements and screening process.

Boysen ® KNOxOUT TM and Boysen ® KNOxOUT TM
Project: EDSA get more accolades and coverage
by Ramil Mendoza

National Geographic Channel features one of the six best
innovasions in Asia
The world witnessed last April 22 how a breakthrough paint product is fighting
air pollution in the country's busiest thoroughfare one wall at a time. For the first
time ever, a Philippine-made technology was featured on National Geographic
Channel Asia, through the program InnovAsians– a high quality science series
that shows and explores the most brilliant inventions and latest scientific
wonders from across the Asia-Pacific region.
Boysen® KNOxOUTTM– the first air cleaning paint in the world with CristalActiv technology– was chosen as one of the six best
innovasions in Asia, marking a major milestone for Filipinos and putting our science and art talents on the global stage. All
innovations featured on the show were selected for their promise of an imminent impact on the lives of people not only in Asia,
but the whole world over.
Relive the winning experience once more.
Go to http://knoxoutpaints.com/thingstoknow.do?id=14782&index=4

Rappler wraps up a timely story on Boysen®
KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA

Al Jazeera's “earthrise” delivers the lowdown on
Boysen's air cleaning paint

Tasked to research on the country's worsening state of urban
air pollution, Rappler reporter Devon Wong went directly to
where the heart of the problem is– EDSA. The good news is,
for the past two years, a unique paint solution is countering
the troublesome air pollution in the metropolis' most
polluted avenue through an urban renewal initiative called
Boysen® KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA– or Everyone Deserves
Safe Air. The project combines art and science by painting
1000 square meter, air purifying artworks on eight strategic
locations in EDSA and is proven to be the same as planting
1000 trees in areas where obviously, urban development had
taken place.

Known for it's uniquely different approach on tackling the
world's most pressing environmental issues, the production
crew of earthrise travelled halfway across the globe to feature
Boysen® KNOxOUTTM and Boysen® KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA
and how the Filipino paint innovation and its urban renewal
initiative is cleaning the air in the country's most polluted
highway.

Shown across the Internet last June 4, the reportage focused
on the effects of air pollution on the street level and how
KNOxOUTTM has made an impact on improving air quality
and the lives of people who ply its streets. Also interviewed
was Metro Manila Development Authority (MMDA) general
manager Usec. Cora Jimenez who gave her insights on the
environmental partnership with Boysen® thru Project EDSA.
Rappler is a Filipino social news network formed in 2010.
Watch the Rappler feature “Painting over the issue” on
http://knoxoutpaints.com/thingstoknow.do?id=15254&index
=4

Aired last July 31, the almost seven and a half minute segment
will take you to the science of the paint, how it works, and walk
you through the streets where it is painted. For those who
missed
the
episode,
click
on
to
http://knoxoutpaints.com/thingstoknow.do?id=15576&
index=4
earthrise explores solutions to today's environmental
challenges, taking an upbeat look at ecological, scientific,
technological and design projects the world over. The
program's reporters meet inspiring individuals and
communities leading the way in a field few can afford to
ignore.

(continued from page 1...)

Pacific Paint (BOYSEN) Philippines, Inc. is likewise very proud of
their award-winning collaboration with TBWA\SMP. “Project EDSA
wouldn’t have been a success without the passion and
commitment of everyone involved– and this of course, includes
TBWA\SMP,” notes Ongking. Aside from being the creative agency
behind Project EDSA, TBWA\SMP is also the principal artist behind
two of the eight art works along EDSA.
It can only be hoped that Boysen® KNOxOUTTM Project: EDSA can
spark a worldwide revolution with cities all over the world
adapting the air-cleaning paint technology.“The artists for Project
EDSA are creating some of the most beautiful air filters in the
world, but everyone can easily paint their own air purifier and do
their share for cleaner air,” says Ongking.“At the end of the day, we
all breathe the same air, and it’s our common responsibility to
make sure it stops being harmful to us.”

NEW

P RO D U C T
FEATURE

BOYSEN®
RUST-OFF
TM

Gray Alkyd Metal Primer #330
by Hans Kung

Steel, arguably, is one of the greatest innovations in the
world. Its introduction revolutionized the world and the
applications for this strong material is virtually limitless.
Even today, steel is used in virtually every facet of society,
from machinery to buildings. However, for all its strength,
steel and some metals, share a common weakness – Rust.
Rust is the scourge that plagues the normally smooth
surface of steel, spotting the gray metal with brown specks.
Aside from the aesthetic disfigurement, rust also weakens
the structural integrity of steel over time, making it a
potential hazard! Fortunately, as technology advanced,
mankind has found a way to deal with this nuisance aside
from manually scraping them off.
BOYSEN® Rust-Off™ has been tailor-made specifically to
deal with this! It is a primer that can be applied to interior or
exterior steel or iron surfaces to greatly increase resistance
to rust. It is an environmentally friendly primer, made
without harmful substances like lead, chromate or mercury.
It can serve as either a rust inhibitive primer or an
intermediate coat for maintenance of interior or exterior
architectural metal or structural steel. It is applicable to
beams, doors, railings, framings and machinery.
Rust-Off™ provides you a corrosion resistance more
effective than traditional chromate or lead based coats, and
its excellent adhesion ensures that this quality protection
will be a long term solution. Why let rust on when you can
use Rust-Off™ !

Boysen gets an eighth straight
Reader's Digest Trusted Brand
Platinum Award

by Ramil Mendoza

The best consumer brands in Asia and the country gathered
together for the 15th anniversary of Reader's Digest Trusted
Brand Awards at the EDSA Shangri-La last May 23, 2013 where
Pacific Paint (Boysen) Philippines, Inc. was given its eighth
consecutive Trusted Brand Platinum Award under the household
products category.
Receiving the award for the company are Mr. Ruben Cueto,
Boysen vice president for marketing and Mr. Romeo Bautista,
Boysen vice president for technical services.
The prized distinction is considered to be the “ultimate seal of
consumer approval”, with the winners having been voted in by
the consumers themselves in specific Asian countries and
territories.
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PPBPI reaches out
to victims of
Typhoon Maring
by Ramil Mendoza

Four successive days of heavy monsoon rains brought about by Typhoon Maring caused
heavy flooding in Metro Manila and surrounding provinces, displacing thousands of
families.
In response to this crisis, PPBPI through MAT 1 headed by Area Manager, Mr. Boyet
Mogatas, donated shirts to three separate areas: (1) Red Cross Bataan Chapter and
REACT Bataan c/o Arch. Nick Rubiano, (2) City Municipal Engineers Association of the
Philippines – Zambales Chapter c/o Engr. Noel Solano and (3) PICE Angeles City Chapter.
PPBPI hopes that these efforts would serve as an inspiration and perhaps, a starting point
for the people to start rebuilding their community.

Boysen bags the 2013

ABU Corporate Cup

by Jonathan Galano Tan
Boysen Paints was recently crowned champions of the 2013 Architects Basketball Union (ABU)ABU Corporate Cup held at Central Colleges of the Philippines gymnasium last July 6, 2013.
Beating Moldex Pipes in the titular game, the Boysen team is composed of nine architect members
of the ABU and three Boysen representatives; namely Jonathan Galano-Tan, Allan Tan & Robbie
Ruelos.

Pollution Control Association of the Phils., Inc. (PCAPI)

Induction for New Set of Officers and
Board of Directors
Ace Water Spa Pasig | June 27, 2013

by Gretchen Fontejon

2nd row Standing from left to right: Mr. Joseph Dinglasan (DLSU-D), Mr.
Nomer Reynaldo (SN Aboitiz), Mr. Raymundo Rafols Jr. (Verzatek), Mr.
Mario Garcia (Makati Foundry), Mr. Fernando Ramos (Tanduay Distillers,
Inc.) and Mr. Anthony San Mateo (San Miguel Yamamura).

1st row Standing from left to right: Mr. Jeremiah Dwight Sebastian
(Di-Catalyst), Mr. Emanuel Altarejos (Berkman System, Inc.), Mr. Manny
Maniquis (Uniliver Phils.), Atty. Carmelo R. Segui, (Chief Legal
Division-DENR), Ms. Gretchen A. Fontejon (Atlantic Coatings, Inc.), Ms.
Evelyn Bacud (Asia Brewery) and Ms. Julia Echavez (NGCP).

The Pollution Control Association of the Philippines, Inc. (PCAPI) recently held its Induction Ceremony for its
new Officers and Board of Directors last June 27, 2013 at the Ace Water Spa Pasig with Atty. Carmelo R.
Segui, Chief Legal Division of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR).
PCAPI is a non-stock, non-profit and non-political corporation organized under the laws of the Philippines
whose main objectives are to foster among its members high ideas of responsibility, dedication and deep
concern for preserving and maintaining a clean environment and promote pollution prevention awareness
among top managers, decision and policy makers, industrial workers and the general public.

Below is the list of the new inductees:
Board of Directors / Advisers 2013-2014
President
Vice- President – Internal Affairs
Vice-President – External Affairs
Vice- President – Chapter
Secretary
Treasurer
Auditor
P.R.O.
Directors

- Jeremiah Dwight C. Sebastian (Di-Catalyst)
- Victor W. Yee (Fruitas Group of Companies)
- Joseph J. Dinglasan (DLSU-Dasmarinas)
- Emmanuel R. Altarejos (Berkman Systems, Inc.)
- Gretchen A. Fontejon (Atlantic Coatings, Inc.)
- Raymundo R. Rafols Jr. (Verzatek, Inc.)
- Evelyn C. Bacud (Asia Brewery)
- Julia W. Echavez (NGCP)
- Mario R. Garcia (Makati Foundry)
- Fernando Ramos (Tanduay Distillers, Inc.)
- Emmanuel Maniquis Jr. (Uniliver Phils.)
- Anthony San Mateo (San Miguel Yamamura)
- Nomer Reynaldo (SN Aboitiz
- Erlindo A. Villamor
- Felix M. Liwanag
- Elias D. Escueta
- Benjamin T. Gregorio
- Susan C. Benitez

